Temperament and character and psychopathy in male conduct disordered offenders
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A B S T R A C T

Adult male offenders with high psychopathy scores are characterized by high Novelty Seeking, low Harm Avoidance and low Cooperativeness; temperament and character traits that may moderate treatment outcomes. This is the first study to investigate if a similar profile is present in juveniles. One hundred and twenty two incarcerated juvenile male offenders who met the criteria for conduct disorder in the absence of current psychiatric disorder (e.g. psychosis, depression, anxiety) were rated on the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) and the Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version (PCL: YV). PCL: YV total score was positively correlated with Novelty Seeking but negatively correlated with Cooperativeness and Harm Avoidance. Examination of the PCL: YV facets indicated a significant negative correlation between Harm Avoidance and PCL: YV Interpersonal and PCL: YV Antisocial; and Reward Dependence and Cooperativeness and PCL: YV Lifestyle/Behavioral. Relationships were primarily with lifestyle/behavioral and antisocial facets of psychopathy. The TCI profile resembles that seen in adult offenders and has implications for treatment as low cooperativeness and reward dependency are likely to be key responsivity factors that need to be addressed in treatment planning.
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1. Introduction

Conduct disorder (CD), antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) and psychopathy are a group of overlapping disorders associated with significant intra and interpersonal dysfunction across the lifespan. While all of these disorders focus on behavioral problems, psychopathy emphasizes the more interpersonal and affective aspects. Prevalence studies suggest CD and ASPD are more common than the dimensionally higher order construct of psychopathy which affects approximately 1% of the general population and approximately 15–25% of incarcerated offenders (Hare, 1991). Psychopathy as operationalized in the Psychopathy Checklist Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 1991) and Psychopathy Checklist: Youth Version (PCL: YV; Forth et al., 2003) is characterized by distinct interpersonal, affective and behavioral traits and is thought to be particularly associated with instrumental aggression (Cornell et al., 1996). The development of the PCL: YV (Forth et al., 2003) provides the opportunity to explore how psychopathic traits in adolescence map on to normal personality dimensions and temperamental traits allowing us gain a better understanding of the nature and development of psychopathy.

The five-factor model of personality (Costa and McCrae, 1992) comprises five trait domains: neuroticism, extroversion, openness, agreeableness and conscientiousness. Research suggests that adult psychopathy consists of a mixture of low agreeableness and conscientiousness, high extraversion, and a combination of low and high neuroticism (Harpur et al., 2002; Lynam, 2002). Similar findings have been found in adolescents (Lynam et al., 2005).

Eysenck’s (1995) temperament based theory of personality suggests that personality is a product of an interaction between temperament and social experience. It has three key factors: extroversion, neuroticism and psychoticism. Extroversion is linked with stimulation seeking and is dependent on baseline arousal, while neuroticism is linked to emotional instability and is thought to reflect an individual’s emotional arousability. Psychoticism is linked with empathy and aggression and is the trait that shows greatest links with conduct problems and antisocial behaviors (Center and Kemp, 2003).

In the child and adolescent literature there has been more of a focus on temperament rather than personality traits. Temperamental styles are biologically based traits that in some cases act as a risk factor for subsequent antisocial and aggressive behavior (Center and Kemp, 2003). A number of comprehensive theories of severe conduct problems have highlighted the importance of temperamental risk factors (Moffitt, 1993; Frick, 1998; Raine, 2002; Dodge and Pettit, 2003).
In recent years, there has been interest in the application of the psycho-biological model of personality disorder proposed by Cloninger (2000; 2003) in understanding personality disorder in general but also antisocial behavior across the lifespan. Temperamental dimensions of personality manifest themselves early in life and reflect individual differences in basic emotional drive. The Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI; Cloninger et al., 1994) identifies four dimensions of temperament: Novelty Seeking; Harm Avoidance; Reward Dependence and Persistence; and three aspects of character: Self-Directedness; Cooperativeness and Self-Transcendence. The presence of a personality disorder is indicated by low Self-Directedness and/or low Cooperativeness while subtypes of personality disorder are characterized by different configurations of temperamental traits (Svrakic et al., 1993; Cloninger, 2000; Fossati et al., 2001).

There are limited numbers of studies using the TCI to examine temperament in antisocial samples, but early work in adults with ASPD suggested a unique profile of high Novelty Seeking, low Harm Avoidance and low Reward Dependency (Cloninger et al., 1994). Studies looking at the relationship between psychopathy and the TCI suggest that psychopathy is positively correlated with Novelty Seeking in adults (Snowden and Gray, 2010; Basoglu et al., 2011); however, these studies had conflicting findings in relation to Harm Avoidance. Snowden and Gray (2010) found a negative association between psychopathy and Harm Avoidance, Basoglu et al. (2011) found a positive association between these traits. Inconsistent findings may reflect sample differences.

There is very limited data on the TCI in juvenile antisocial samples. Atarhouch et al. (2004) assessed 47 juvenile offenders with CD and a sample of adolescents without CD on the TCI and found that CD was associated with low Harm Avoidance, Reward Dependence and Cooperativeness, but there were no significant differences for Novelty Seeking, Persistence, Self-Directedness and Self-Transcendence. The results largely replicated studies in antisocial adults but the lack of a significant finding for Novelty Seeking may reflect the fact that novelty seeking is common in adolescence even in non CD samples. Sevecke et al. (2010) found that psychopathic incarcerated girls had higher Novelty Seeking, but lower Reward Dependence, Cooperativeness and Self-Transcendence compared to non-psychopathic girls, but they were unable to demonstrate specific associations between psychopathy facets and these TCI dimensions. It is possible that low mean levels of psychopathic traits in the sample may account for the lack of findings.

Based on previous research (Sevecke et al., 2010; Snowden and Gray, 2010) it was predicted there would be positive correlations between PCL: YV scores and Novelty Seeking and negative correlations with Reward Dependence, Harm Avoidance and Cooperativeness. In relation to the four facets of the PCL: YV we predicted a positive correlation between Novelty Seeking and Facet 3 (Lifestyle/Behavioral), and negative correlations between Reward Dependence and Facet 2 (Affective) and Cooperativeness and Facet 3 (Lifestyle/Behavioral) and 4 (Antisocial). There were no specific hypotheses for other character dimensions but it was anticipated that low Self-Directedness (thought to reflect personality disorder pathology) may be associated with higher psychopathy scores.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

A sample of 122 incarcerated male juvenile offenders was recruited from two Secure Children’s Homes (custodial setting within the care system, managed by the local authority, aged 10–17) and three Young Offender Institutions (custody setting managed by Her Majesties Prison Service, aged 15–17) in the North West region of England. The sample was part of a larger study looking at the neuropsychology of CD and psychopathy, which approached a consecutive sample of juvenile offenders taken from the list of new admissions each day. All juveniles met criteria for DSM-IV CD based on the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (K-SADS; Kaufman et al., 1997). The K-SADS was used to screen out participants with current (4 weeks) psychiatric disorder (psychosis, depression and anxiety).

All were British born with 102 (83.6%) being Caucasian. The remainder of the sample were Afro-Caribbean (n = 10, 8.2%), Asian (n = 8, 6.6%), or Chinese descent (n = 2, 1.6%). The mean age of the sample was 16.2 years old (S.D. 0.89, range 13–18). The mean age at first arrest was 12.89 years (S.D. 1.73) and mean age of first antisocial behavior was 11.2 years (S.D. 2.57). Seventy-seven (63%) of the juveniles had committed a violent index offense and 43 (37%) had committed a non-violent offense.

2.2. Procedures

The study was approved by the North West Multi-Site Research Ethics Committee, and Local Research Ethics Committees covering each site. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. For participants under the age of 16 years parental/guardian consent was also obtained. Participants were assessed on an individual basis and completed the assessment battery over one to two sessions in a quiet interview area. Questionnaire measures were read out to the participants to avoid concerns over literacy.

2.3. Assessment measures

The PCL: YV (Forth et al., 2003) was designed for use in adolescents aged 12–18 years. The PCL: YV contains 20 items; all items are scored on a three-point ordinal scale 0 (no), 1 (maybe or in some respects), 2 (yes). The four-facet model reported in the manual divides the original first factor into ‘interpersonal’ and ‘affective’ and the second factor into ‘lifestyle/behavioral’ and ‘antisocial’. The PCL: YV was rated based on interview and file review. Reliability checks were conducted on 10 cases revealing Intraclass Correlation Coefficients on total scores of 0.96. Cases were selected at random from various points of the data collection process. They were rated by three Psychology Masters graduate Research Assistants who had received formal training in the assessment. Raters were blind to one another’s cases, the other raters reviewed interview transcripts and file information collected by the first rater.

The TCI (Cloninger et al., 1994) is a 240-item, true–false self-administered questionnaire constructed to assess seven basic dimensions of personality. Temperament traits are heritable and stable, while characteristic traits are changeable. Temperament dimensions include Novelty Seeking, Harm Avoidance, Reward Dependence and Persistence. Character dimensions include Self-Directedness, Cooperativeness, and Self-Transcendence. All dimensions are multifaceted, higher-order temperament traits consisting of lower order traits. Novelty seeking includes exploratory excitability vs. stoic rigidity; impulsiveness vs. reflection; extravagance vs. reserve; and disorderliness vs. regimentation. Harm avoidance includes anxiety worry and pessimism vs. uninhibited optimism; fear of uncertainty; and fatigability vs. vigor. Reward dependence consists of sentimentality vs. tough mindedness; attachment vs. detachment; and dependence vs. independence. High Reward Dependence leads to sensitivity to social cues, low Reward Dependence can lead to a self-centered perspective. Persistence includes overachieving vs. underachieving. Self-Directedness includes responsibility vs. blaming; purposefulness vs. inertia; self-acceptance vs. self-striving; and second nature vs. bad habits. Cooperativeness includes social acceptance vs. social intolerance; empathy vs. social disinterest; helpfulness vs. unhelpfulness; and compassion vs. revengefulness. Self-Transcendence includes self-forgetful and spiritual vs. self-conscious and materialistic.

2.4. Statistical methods

Data were analyzed in SPSS version 18. Dimensional relationships between the PCL: YV total and subscale scores and the TCI dimensions were examined using Spearman’s correlations due to skewed distribution. The TCI contains seven scales and the PCL: YV contains a total score and four facet scores resulting in 35 comparisons. Using Bonferroni corrections would have meant setting the α level to p < 10^-5 which would result in too many Type II errors. As a compromise results would only be regarded as significant for p < 0.01.

3. Results

Mean scores for the PCL: YV and TCI are shown in Table 1. TCI scores were very similar to those reported by Snowden and Gray (2010) in a UK adult prison population with personality disorder. Table 2 shows correlations between the PCL: YV and TCI scales. As predicted PCL: YV total score was positively correlated with Novelty Seeking, although not significantly correlated with Facet 3 (Lifestyle/Behavioral) as predicted. PCL: YV total score, Facet 1
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